Humans divide their attention among multiple visual targets in daily life, and visual search gets more difficult as 2 the number of targets increases. The biased competition hypothesis (BC) has been put forth as an explanation for 3 this phenomenon. BC suggests that brain responses during divided attention are a weighted linear combination of 4 the responses during search for each target individually. Furthermore, this combination is biased by the intrinsic 5 selectivity of cortical regions. Yet, it is unknown whether attentional modulations of semantic representations of 6 cluttered and dynamic natural scenes are consistent with this hypothesis. Here, we investigated whether BC accounts 7 for semantic representation during natural category-based visual search. Human subjects viewed natural movies, and 8 their whole-brain BOLD responses were recorded while they attended to "humans", "vehicles" (i.e. single-target 9 attention tasks), or "both humans and vehicles" (i.e. divided attention) in separate runs. We computed a voxelwise 10 linearity index to assess whether semantic representation during divided attention can be modeled as a weighted 11 combination of representations during the two single-target attention tasks. We then examined the bias in weights of 12 this linear combination across cortical ROIs. We find that semantic representations during divided attention are linear 13 to a substantial degree, and that they are biased toward the preferred target in category-selective areas across ventral 14 temporal cortex. Taken together, these results suggest that the biased competition hypothesis is a compelling account 15 for attentional modulations of semantic representation across cortex.
Introduction 26
In daily life, humans frequently search for a multitude of objects in their visual environment. Yet, attending to multiple 27 objects becomes more difficult as the number of targets increases. Psychophysical studies showed that reaction time 28 and error rate during visual search systematically increase with growing number of items to be attended (Eckstein 29 response (FIR) filters were used for each model feature to capture the hemodynamic response. Filter delays were set 134 to 4, 6, and 8 secs. This is equivalent to concatenating feature vectors that are delayed by two, three, and four samples. 135 To prevent head-motion and physiological noise confounds, estimates of these nuisance factors were regressed out 136 of the BOLD responses. Six affine motion time courses estimated during the motion-correction stage were taken 137 as the head-motion regressors. Two regressors to capture respiration and nine regressors to capture cardiac activity 138 were estimated using the data collected via a pulse oximeter and a pneumatic belt during the main experimental runs 139 (Verstynen and Deshpande, 2011) . 140 To reduce spurious correlations between model features and global motion-energy of the movie stimulus, a nuisance 141 regressor was included that reflected the total motion-energy. The motion-energy time course was formed by tak-142 ing the mean motion-energy in each one second movie clip. Movie frames were transformed into the International 143 6 Commission on Illumination LAB color space, and the luminance channel was extracted. The luminance was then 144 passed through the motion-energy filter bank. The motion-energy filter bank contained 2139 Gabor filters. Filters 145 were computed at eight directions (0 to 315 • , in 45 • steps), three temporal frequencies (0, 2, and 4 Hz) and six spatial 146 frequencies (0, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, and 24 cycles/image). Filters were placed on a square grid spanning the 24 • × 24 • field of 147 view. Finally, the motion-energy time course was assessed by squaring and summing outputs of quadrature filter pairs, 148 and the results were passed through a logarithm compressive nonlinearity and temporally downsampled to match the 149 fMRI acquisition rate (Nishimoto et al., 2011) . 150 To account for potential correlations between target detection and BOLD responses, a target-presence regressor was 151 included in the model. The target-presence regressor contained category regressor for "person" during attend to 152 humans task and the category regressor for "conveyance" during attend to vehicles task. The target-presence regressor 153 during divided attention task contained the binary union of the "person" and "conveyance" category regressors. The 154 described regressors were aggregated and used as the stimulus matrix. 155 Model fitting and testing. Voxelwise models were fit using regularized linear regression with an 2 penalty to avoid 156 overfitting. To prevent bias, model fitting for the three attention tasks was performed concurrently. To do this, the 157 stimulus and BOLD response matrices were aggregated across tasks (Fig.2) . Note that this procedure ensures that the 158 same regularization parameter will be used in each voxel across the three tasks. Furthermore, using the aggregated 159 stimulus matrix enables employing the target regressor. 160 A nested cross-validation (CV) procedure was used to estimate response profiles for each voxel. Data were segmented 161 into 58 25sec blocks. In each of the 20 outer folds, 6 blocks were randomly held-out as validation data and the 162 remaining blocks were used for parameter optimization and fitting models on the inner folds. In each of the 20 163 inner folds, blocks were randomly shuffled and split to 40 blocks as training data and 12 blocks as test data. Models 164 were fit on the training data for regularization parameters in the range [2 −3 , 2 20 ]. Using the weights found for each 165 regularization parameter, responses were predicted for the test data. Prediction scores were separately computed for 166 each voxel, taken as the Pearson's correlation between actual and predicted responses. Prediction scores were then 167 7 averaged across the inner CV folds. Regularization parameters maximizing the average prediction score were selected 168 in each voxel. Nuisance regressors were discarded from further analyses. Afterwards, optimized parameters were used 169 to fit models on the union of training and test data in each outer fold, yielding category response profiles. To assess 170 model performance, responses were predicted for the validation data using the fit models and prediction scores of each 171 voxel were averaged across the attention tasks. Finally, response profiles and prediction scores for each voxel were 172 averaged across the outer folds. Model fitting was performed using custom-written software in Matlab (MathWorks 173 MA).
174
Significance of the fit models. Significance of the estimated category response profiles was assessed using a boot-175 strapping procedure on the validation data held-out in the model fitting stage. A 20-fold CV procedure was imple-176 mented to assess significance of the fit models. In each fold, the corresponding fit models and validation data from the 177 model fitting stage were used. Responses were predicted for the validation data using the fit models. Prediction score 178 was calculated in each fold and averaged across CV folds to get the mean score. In each fold, predicted responses 179 were resampled 500 times with replacement. We assumed the null hypothesis that attention does not alter response 180 profiles of voxels. Thus, under the null hypothesis, response profiles would be the same across the three attention tasks 181 (Çukur et al., 2013) . To get the prediction score distribution under the null hypothesis, resampled predicted responses 182 were shuffled across the attention tasks, and prediction scores were computed. The p-value was taken as the fraction 183 of samples for which the average prediction score across CV folds was lower than that under the null hypothesis. 
where w ti is the response profile for voxel i and task t ∈ {H,V, B} denoting attend to "humans", attend to "vehicles", 197 and attend to "both humans and vehicles" (Fig.2) , and represents element-wise multiplication. Masked response 198 profiles were then projected onto the PCs to assess semantic tuning profiles, S ti
where T ∈ R 831×L is the matrix of L PCs. Semantic tuning profile during divided attention was predicted as a weighted 
An LI of 1 indicates that semantic tuning during divided attention can be completely described as a weighted linear 204 combination of the tuning profiles during the two single-target tasks. Whereas, an LI of 0 means that semantic tuning 205 during divided attention can not be described linearly in terms of tuning profiles during the two single-target tasks. To 206 study the linearity of the semantic representation during divided attention in an ROI, LIs were averaged across voxels 207 with significant prediction scores within the ROI.
208
Bias in semantic representation during divided attention. We questioned whether semantic representation during 209 the divided attention task was biased toward any of the single-target attention tasks. To address this issue, we stud-210 ied the distribution of semantic representation within an ROI for each individual task. Semantic tuning profiles of 211 9 significantly predicted voxels within each ROI were pooled to obtain the distribution of tuning profiles
where S H , S V , S B represent distribution of tuning profiles for attend to "humans", attend to "vehicles", and attend to 213 "both humans and vehicles" tasks, and n is the number of significantly predicted voxels within the ROI. Note that S t 214 can also be expressed as
where P t j ∈ R 1×n is a row vector that represents the projections of the response profiles for task t ∈ {H,V, B} on the 216 j th PC across ROI voxels. To emphasize semantic axes that explain higher variance, projections (P t j ) were weighted 217 by the explained variance of the corresponding PCs. This yielded the semantic tuning distribution, S t . The tuning 218 distribution during divided attention was then regressed onto the distributions during the two single-target tasks
The bias index (BI) was quantified ( Fig.5a ) as
Bias toward the attend to humans task would yield BI ∈ (0, 1]. A BI of 0 means that the tuning distribution during 221 divided attention is not biased toward any of the single-target attention tasks. Whereas, a BI of 1 means that tuning 222 distribution during divided attention is completely biased toward attend to humans task. Similarly, bias toward the 223 attend to vehicles task would yield BI ∈ [−1, 0) where a BI of −1 means that tuning during distribution divided 224 attention is completely biased toward attend to vehicles task. Note that since the response profiles for the three tasks 225 were projected onto the same PCs the calculated BI is immune to changes in the direction of PCs. derstudied. To investigate this issue, we estimated voxelwise tuning for hundreds of object and action categories across 237 neocortex. Five human subjects viewed 72 minutes of natural movies while they attended to "humans", "vehicles" (i.e. 238 single-target attention tasks), or "both humans and vehicles" (i.e. divided attention task) in separate runs. Separate 239 models were fit for each voxel and attention task. This enabled us to measure responses to 831 distinct object and 240 action categories in the three attention tasks (Fig.2 , see Materials and Methods). We find that the category model 241 accurately predicts responses in many voxels across ventral-temporal, parietal and prefrontal cortices ( Fig.3) . 242 We hypothesized that if the category responses get modulated by attention task, the fit models during the three attention 243 tasks would predict better than a null model fit by pooling data across tasks. To investigate this issue, we compared 244 the average prediction score in the three attention tasks with that of a null model. To obtain the null model, predicted 245 responses were shuffled across tasks and prediction scores were computed afterwards. We found that attention signif- , 2010; Beck and Kastner, 2007) . LI is significantly lower in category-280 selective areas than in LOC (bootstrap test, p = 0.048 for similar categories, p = 0.001 for dissimilar categories), and 281 in attentional-control areas (bootstrap test, p = 0.007 for similar categories, p = 0.019 for dissimilar categories). This 282 result implies that similar to target categories, semantic tuning for nontarget categories is more linear in LOC and in 283 later stages of visual processing compared to visual areas that have strong category preference. ROI were projected onto individual subjects' semantic spaces to assess the semantic tuning distribution. We regressed 292 the semantic tuning distribution during divided attention onto distributions during the two single-target tasks. We then 293 quantified a bias index (BI) using the regression weights. According to this index, bias in the semantic representation 294 during divided attention task toward the attend to humans task versus attend to vehicles task was represented as posi-295 tive versus negative BI in the range [−1, 1] (Fig.5a , see Materials and Methods). We find that BI for target categories 296 is 0.32 ± 0.09 in human-selective areas (FFA and EBA), and −0.29 ± 0.12 in scene-selective areas (PPA and RSC; 297 mean±s.d.; bootstrap test, p < 10 −4 ; Fig.5b ). BI is non-significant in attentional-control areas (IPS, FEF, FO) and the 298 general object-selective area LOC (bootstrap test, p > 0.05). These results suggest that the competition in represen-299 tation of target categories during divided attention is biased in favor of the preferred target in cortical areas that are 300 strongly selective for targets. On the contrary, semantic representation is not biased in the areas without any specific 301 category preference.
302
In a previous study we showed that attention shifts semantic tuning for both target and nontarget categories (Çukur 303 13 et al., 2013). Thus, we asked if there is any bias in representation of nontarget categories during divided attention.
304
To answer this question we separately calculated BI for nontarget categories that are similar to targets and nontarget 305 categories that are dissimilar to targets. BI for similar categories is 0.38 ± 0.25 in human-selective areas, and −0.11 ± 306 0.38 in scene-selective areas (mean±std.; bootstrap test, p < 10 −4 ; non-significant in RSC (p = 0.288)). BI is non-307 significant in attentional-control areas and in LOC (bootstrap test, p > 0.05). Meanwhile, BI for nontarget dissimilar 308 categories is 0.32 ± 0.37 in human-selective areas, and −0.11 ± 0.27 in scene-selective areas (mean±std.; bootstrap 309 test, p < 0.05; non-significant in EBA (p = 0.610) and in RSC (p = 0.754)). BI is non-significant in attentional-control 310 areas and in LOC (bootstrap test, p > 0.05). These results indicate that representation of nontarget categories that are 311 similar to targets is biased in favor of the preferred target in category-selective areas. Yet, representation of nontarget 312 categories that are dissimilar to targets is only biased in areas that are strongly selective for the targets and not in areas 313 that are selective for categories that are semantically similar to targets.
314
The target categories used here (i.e. humans and vehicles) show high semantic dissimilarity. This raises the possibility 315 that the biases in semantic representation differ between human categories and vehicle categories. To examine this 316 issue, we compared BI for human and vehicle categories separately. We find that BI for human categories is 0.59±0.31 317 in human-selective areas, and −0.02±0.08 in scene-selective areas (mean±std.; bootstrap test, p < 10 −4 in FFA, EBA;
318 non-significant in PPA (p = 0.88), and in RSC (p = 0.94)). Whereas, BI for vehicle categories is 0.38±0.29 in human-319 selective areas, and −0.50±0.01 in scene-selective areas (mean±std.; bootstrap test, p < 10 −4 ; non-significant in EBA 320 (p = 0.62)). BI in human-selective areas is significantly positive for both human categories and vehicle categories. In this study, we tested whether the biased competition hypothesis can account for modulation of semantic represen-333 tations during a divided attention task. We fit a category model to characterize category responses of single voxels 334 during search for "humans", "vehicles", and "both humans and vehicles". We found that the category model explains 335 significant response variance in many voxels across ventral-temporal, parietal, and prefrontal cortices. We estimated 336 the semantic space underlying category models, and then assessed semantic representations by projecting the category 337 responses for the three search tasks onto the semantic space.
338
Linearity of the semantic representation during divided attention 339 We find that a large portion of the variance in semantic tuning during divided attention can be explained using a 340 weighted linear combination of tuning during isolated attention to individual targets. We find that semantic tuning for 341 target categories is more accurately predicted via the weighted linear combination relationship compared to semantic 342 tuning for nontarget categories. In a recent study, we reported that attention shifts semantic tuning for target categories 343 to a higher degree compared to that for nontarget categories (Çukur et al., 2013) . Thus, our results can be attributed to 344 the higher degree of attentional tuning shift for target categories compared to that for nontarget categories.
345
Several previous studies have investigated differences in the level of competition between strongly category-selective 346 areas and areas without specific category preference. Reddy and Kanwisher (2007) and MacEvoy and Epstein (2009) 347 showed that response patterns to a pair of objects can be better predicted by a linear combination of responses to con-348 stituent objects in LOC compared to in FFA or PPA. In line with these studies, here we find that semantic representation 349 is more linear in LOC compared to that in category-selective areas. These results raise the possibility that semantic finding, here we find that semantic representation of target categories during divided attention in category selective ar-361 eas FFA, EBA, RSC, and PPA is biased toward the preferred category. We have previously shown that category-based 362 attention shifts semantic tuning not only for the target, but also for nontarget categories that are semantically similar 363 to the target (Çukur et al., 2013) . Consistent with this view, here we find that semantic representations of nontarget 364 categories that are similar to targets in FFA and PPA are also biased toward the preferred target. Furthermore, repre-365 sentation of nontarget categories that are dissimilar to targets is biased in FFA and PPA, albeit to a lower degree. This 366 finding suggests that in category-selective areas, semantic similarity to targets enhances the level of bias in semantic 367 representation.
368
In human-selective areas, we find that the semantic representations of target categories (both humans and vehicles) 369 during divided attention is biased toward the representation during the attend to humans task. Meanwhile, in vehicle-370 selective areas, the representation of vehicles but not humans is biased toward the representation during the attend 371 to vehicles task. This suggests a differential role for human-and vehicle-selective areas in representing nonpreferred 372 targets during divided attention. A potential explanation of this result is that vehicle-selective areas have a more 373 dynamic representation of nonpreferred targets compared to human-selective areas (Grill-Spector et al., 2004) .
374
Attentional-control areas. We did not observe bias in semantic representation of targets toward any of the target 375 categories in the prefrontal areas that are considered to be part of the attentional-control network. This is expected 376 considering the lack of tuning to specific categories in these areas (Huth et al., 2012) . In IPS, we find that semantic 377 representation of humans during divided attention is biased toward the representation during the attend to vehicles task 378 and that the representation of vehicles during divided attention is biased toward the representation during the attend 379 to humans task. Several previous studies suggest that areas in parietal cortex including IPS enhance visual search by 380 maintaining the representation of distractors (Mevorach et al., 2010; Bledowski et al., 2004) , in addition to spatial 381 guidance of attention toward targets (Ptak, 2012; Preston et al., 2013) . Consistent with this hypothesis, our results can 382 be interpreted to imply that IPS facilitates natural visual search by maintaining representations of distractor categories. 
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0k voxels
Subjects viewed natural movie clips
Presence of object-action categories in the movie BOLD responses recorded in the three search tasks a n i m a l v e h i c l e h u m a n t r e e t a r g e t ... were recorded using functional MRI (fMRI) while subjects performed covert search for "humans", "vehicles" (i.e. single-target attention tasks), or "humans and vehicles" (i.e. divided attention task) in the movies. Movies were labeled for presence of object and action categories. Presence of superordinate categories was inferred using the WordNet lexicon that resulted in a total of 831 object and action categories. A target-presence regressor was used to account for BOLD response modulations resulting from detection of targets in the scenes. Target-presence regressor comprised of the human regressor (red series), vehicle regressor (blue series), and the binary union of the two (cyan series) to indicate the presence of "humans", "vehicles", and "humans and vehicles", respectively. Nuisance regressors were used to account for physiological noise. Category models were fit independently for each voxel using regularized linear regression. Category responses represent the contribution of each of 831 object-action categories to BOLD responses. Models for the three attention tasks were fit simultaneously using the aggregated stimulus and BOLD response matrices (w H , w V , and w B for the attend to "humans", attend to "vehicles", and attend to "humans and vehicles" tasks, respectively). 20 Non-target categories similar For all cases, LI is significantly higher in attentional-control areas (IPS, FEF and FO; p = 0.004 for target categories, p = 0.005 for similar nontarget categories, p = 0.036 for dissimilar nontarget categories) and in LOC (p = 0.023 for target categories, p = 0.048 for similar nontarget categories, p = 0.001 for dissimilar nontarget categories) than in category-selective areas (FFA, EBA, PPA, and RSC). 
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